Abstract-In order to solve the contradiction between finite laboratory resource and ever-increasing students, a networking laboratory system based on serial communication server is designed and implemented. The campus network user can monitor the actual laboratory system through the serial relocation software or the IP address directly. And embedded TCP/IP is introduced simply.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of higher education, on the one hand, the number of students and the scale of universities enlarged ceaselessly. On the other hand, the education resource are not supplied effectively and timely. So the ever-increasing number of students and the relative deficiency of education resource, especially the relat ive deficiency of laboratory resource, has become a contradiction at the present stage. In addition, higher education experiments are lack of innovation, and students are lack of interest in prescriptive experiments of the school. How to make efficient and rational use of the existing experiment conditions to continue experiment teaching, improve students ' enthusiasm, build innovative experiments, practice teaching condition and environment, scientific research will p lay a significance role to solve these problems.
This thesis proposes a concrete implementing scheme of open laboratory. According to actual experiment condition, using Ethernet and automation technology can realize remote access and monitor experimental fields through campus network even through the Internet. And it makes users feel like in site. So it will not only improve the laboratory resource utility, ease contradiction between finite laboratory resource and ever-increasing students effectively, but also improve technology content of experimental means of automation specialty, enlarge students' vision of specialty and will have a good effect on cultivating students' experiment interest too.
II. WHOLE SCHEME OF T HE SYST EM Most of electric and automation laboratory equipment have communication serial and can monitor and operate experimental process data by local computers. But they are lack of the function of connecting to the Ethernet or campus network. Taking process control laboratory as an examp le, based on communication interface of Ethernet monitoring system and software technology, this thesis carries out the second development and design to the laboratory equipment which have traditional communication serial, and realize remote and opening control system platform that is based on the construction of industrial Ethernet.
Taking the popular use of PCE-I process control system laboratory equipments in process control laboratory as an example, it mainly auto-adjustment controls physical analog of continuous industry process, such as liquid level, pressure, flow rate, temperature and other thermal parameters. Host computers use King View Software of Beijing Asia Control Automatic Software Co mpany to realize the function of local data acquisition, flow control, animat ion display, report output, real-time and history data process, alarming and security mechanism, trend curve and enterprise network monitoring.
Traditional laboratory equipment is connected with computer by RS-232 interface of console, and the maximu m co mmunication distance is only 15 meters. So it cannot satisfy remote monitoring needs. Take use of the existing laboratory Ethernet system to connect serial laboratory equipment to network, then to campus network further. In terminal equip ment, realize t ransformation between serial port and net mouth, and by using serial networking module, realize transformation fro m serial data to network data which support Ethernet TCP/IP protocol. The general block diagram of this system is shown in Fig.  1 .
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About data acquisition part, devices of laboratory equipment themselves still can be used, such as liquid level sensor, pressure sensor, flow sensor, standard industrial automation instruments and so on. Signals complete A/D conversion through Newton 7000 serial module, and send the experiment data to RS-232 serial port. Host-computer users still use the original King View monitoring software. The use of relocation serial program will correspond local PC serial to remote laboratory equipment serial. As the King View software supports TCP/IP protocol, so by setting data resource on software, it can realize directly accessing the IP of the Ethernet and exchanging data with laboratory equipment.
III. KEY T ECHNOLOGY USED IN SYST EM
Co mputer technology, automation technology and network technology are used in the construction of Ethernet-based remote platform. There is no network mouth for laboratory system to connect with Ethernet, and only a standard RS-232 serial. So it is needed to develop and configurate intelligent network node on the bottom layer, exchange data between serials and network nodes, realize functions of sending serial data to network and receiving network command for laboratory equipment.
Because of all the already existing King View software support serial and TCP/IP network access, user end can access experimental end in two ways. One method is to install virtual serial driving program and create virtual serial. By parameter setting, build the corresponding relationship between virtual serial of computer and remote real serial. Users may use these virtual serials as reality ones. Another method is to set fixed IP address for the serial networking module of experimental terminal. Users access and control laboratory equipment by accessing IP address of the Ethernet. This equipment module has On-the-Fly no-setting function, monitors users' software, real-time adjusts serial parameter, realizes a serial of parameter auto-setting, such as serial rate, parity check, b it and so on in the using process. It also provides secure password protection function, which is very useful in the open fieldbus structure and will prevent illegal user access and protect laboratory equipment.
B. Embedded TCP/IP protocol
Memories of embedded equipment are usually finite, so it will be very difficult to embed the whole TCP/IP protocol into the system. Actually, not all of the protocols will be used. So according to the feature of embedded systems and actual needs, simp lified TCP/IP protocol family is chosen to instead of the whole. Fro m h igh to low, its architecture is divided into four parts: application layer, transport layer, network layer and lin k layer, each of wh ich has a corresponding protocol set to complete different communication functions.
As the lowest layer of TCP/IP protocol, link layer is also called data lin k layer or network interface layer. It is mainly used to receive IP packets of network layer and send them to serial laboratory equipment through physical interface. Or receive data frame from serial equip ment, extract packet and send them to network layer. It also sends ARP request and receives ARP response for ARP module.
IP protocol is the main protocol of network layer and one of the most important layers of the whole protocol family. It is the basis of TCP, UDP, ICMP and IGMP. It provides unreliable and connectionless packet transfer service. In addition, ICMP on network layer is responsible for transferring error message and other information that need to be noticed. And it transfers on datagram inner; IGMP is used to support host and router to multicast, and make all systems be on physical network and know the multicast group of the current host.
Transport layer is main ly used for end-to-end communication between two host applications and it provides two different transport protocols: UDP (User Datagram Protocol) and TCP (Transport Control Protocol). UDP is a connectionless and unreliable transport protocol while TCP is a connection-oriented and reliable transport protocol. TCP host communicates with client through the three so-called "shake hand" certification and creates a virtual link path among networks except UDP. Therefore, there will be some UDP data packets losing phenomenon.
After serial server receives network data, it accesses to TCP/IP protocol and processes Ethernet data frame to judge if it is ARP packet, IP packet, ICMP packet, or TCP packet. Once be sure, get into correspond packet processing procedure. Interrupt mode is adopted to improve CPU utilization ratio in programming. Main program will enter interrupt program to process response when there is new data to receive or send. Network data processing flowchart is shown in Fig. 3 .
C. Host-computer software design
In the user end, King View software which is based on Windows platform is used. It has the functions of fast constituting and generating host-computer monitor systems, and it is powerful open. So applications complied by development tools, such as VC, VB and so on, can access variables in real-time database of King View and control King View.
King View software supports lots of network architecture functions, such as TCP/IP, 485/232 and so on. So it provides more choice to realize remote monitoring. One method is accessing the uniquely determined IP address of serial server to realize network control. Furthermore, a kind of virtual serial software, wh ich is also called serial relocation software, is installed to the user end to correspond reality serials of laboratory equipment to virtual serials of user end. It forms a network mapping to the reality serial. Then it will realize laboratory equipment networking access and control through King View software of user end.
Moreover, laboratory systems which have no general software of host-computer, can realize dynamic data exchange between remote experimental user server and local lab through remote ActiveX control that based on Socket remote experiment or remote experimental Java Applet program. Both ActiveX control and Java Applet resident in Web server, and users download to remote client before doing experiments. Differences between them is that after ActiveX control downloading to remote Client, Socket connection is built directly to remote experimental proxy server that has independent IP address, realizing dynamic experiment data transport and it doesn't need to pass Web server. Yet, when using Java Applet technology to realize dynamic data exchange, the small program that is downloaded to remote experimental station creates Socket connection with Web server. Web server connects to remote pro xy server in LAN, and both dynamic experiment data and control command exchange between remote experimental stations and remote experimental proxy servers need to relay by Web server.
IV. CONCLUSIONS Building laboratory Ethernet system makes a breakthrough to the request of lab on time and space. Especially for these equipment that are fairly expensive or need repeatedly test, it is of great significance. Laboratory equipment in one campus can be operated by different campuses. And it will p lay an important role in the crossregional cooperation of different universities and research units.
In addition, choosing remote experimental Ethernet that uses serial networking server will achieve remote laboratory effect without changing original laboratory condition too much.
